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In N = 1 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory with adjoint matter Φ and polynomial
tree-level superpotential W (Φ), the massless fluctuations about each quantum vacuum
are generically described by U(1)n gauge theory for some n. However, by tuning the
parameters of W (Φ) to non-generic values, we can reach singular vacua where additional
fields become massless. Using both the matrix model prescription and the strong-coupling
approach, we study in detail three examples of such singularities: the singularities of the
n = 1 branch, intersections of n = 1 and n = 2 branches, and a class of N = 1 Argyres-
Douglas points. In all three examples, we find that the matrix model description of the
low-energy physics breaks down in some way at the singularity.
August, 2003
1. Introduction
Following the work of Dijkgraaf and Vafa [1-3], much recent progress has been made in
the study of a wide class of supersymmetric gauge theories and their connections to bosonic
matrix models. Probably the simplest and most well-studied example in this context (see
e.g. [4-10]) has been N = 1 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory, with matter Φ in the
adjoint representation and polynomial tree-level superpotential
W (Φ) =
k∑
r=0
gr
r + 1
TrΦr+1. (1.1)
The associated matrix model in this case is a zero-dimensional model of an N̂×N̂ complex
matrixM , with potentialW (M). The idea of [1-3] was that the N̂ →∞ limit of the matrix
model could be used to obtain certain exact, non-perturbative gauge theory quantities, in
a low-energy description of the gauge theory that we will call the “glueball description.”
It will be useful to briefly review the semiclassical arguments that lead to the glueball
description. For generic tree-level superpotential, Φ acquires a mass and an expectation
value, breaking U(N) down to G = Πni=1U(Ni)
∼= U(1)n × Πni=1SU(Ni) for some n ≤ k.
Integrating out Φ and the massive W -bosons leads to an effective theory of pure super-
Yang-Mills with gauge group G. At lower energies, the SU(Ni) factors are believed to
confine and become massive, leaving behind only a U(1)n gauge theory in the far infrared.
However, it is also believed that the glueball fields Si of the SU(Ni) factors behave as
elementary fields in the IR [11]. These n massive glueball fields together with the U(1)n
photons comprise the glueball description of the low-energy gauge theory.
The quantities computed by the associated matrix model are the effective superpoten-
tialWeff (Si) for the n glueball fields and the matrix of low-energy U(1)
n gauge couplings.
The effective glueball superpotential is the source of much interesting physics. For instance,
extremizingWeff leads to the exact, non-perturbative, quantum vacua of the original gauge
theory. Also the quadratic part of Weff indicates whether the Si are massive or not, if
one also assumes regularity of the Ka¨hler potential. For generic tree-level superpotentials,
we expect the matrix model to provide a good description of the low-energy physics, in
the sense that it reproduces the exact non-perturbative vacuum structure and gives the
correct massless spectrum (a number of U(1) multiplets).
In this paper, we will be interested in how the generic picture can be modified at
strong-coupling singularities where additional fields become massless. These singularities
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are reached by tuning one or more parameters ofW (Φ) to special values, and are thus non-
generic. In the following sections, we will study some examples of such singularities. The
examples are certainly worth studying for their own sake, as the presence of extra massless
fields can lead to novel low-energy physics such as massless monopoles and interacting
SCFTs. In addition, the study of singularities will teach us about the limitations of
the gauge theory/matrix model correspondence, since we expect the glueball description
to break down at singularities. The reason for this is that the extra fields that become
massless at a singularity can be thought of as fields (i.e. monopoles and the Casimirs TrΦk)
in the “strong-coupling description” of the low-energy theory [12,13] based on the exact
Seiberg-Witten solution of the underlying N = 2 gauge theory [14-18].1 Thus they are not
included in the glueball description. Rather, they have been integrated out, and integrating
out massless fields usually leads to a breakdown in an effective theory. Through our study
of examples, we will see various ways in which the breakdown of the glueball description
is manifested. At the same time, it is important to keep in mind that the extrema of the
effective glueball superpotential should still determine the vacua of the theory even when
the glueball description itself breaks down. This is guaranteed by holomorphy.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We study the three examples described below
in sections 2–4, respectively. Appendix A contains some calculations relevant to the study
of the n = 1/n = 2 singularity in section 2. Appendix B describes the matrix model
calculation of the effective glueball superpotential relevant to the discussion of the Argyres-
Douglas (AD) point in section 3. The three examples we will study are:
1. Singularities of the n = 1 branch. We will study the n = 1 branch for tree-level
superpotential of arbitrary degree, generalizing the results of [8]. We will show that
the only singularities are those at which TrΦ becomes massless in the strong-coupling
description. At such points, the mass of the glueball field S also goes to zero, indicating
a breakdown of the glueball description. We will also discuss other pathologies of the
glueball description where the effective glueball superpotential becomes non-analytic.
This is taken to be evidence that the glueball description has, in some sense, a finite
1 We will assume that the strong-coupling description is applicable even at singularities. This
is possible for the following reason. If we write W ′(x) = gΠki=1(x− ai), then the strong-coupling
approach is always valid for g sufficiently small. Meanwhile, singular behavior is generally con-
trolled by the values of the ai. Therefore, we can tune the ai to reach a singularity, while keeping
g sufficiently small to ensure that the strong-coupling description remains valid.
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radius of convergence. We argue that at such pathological points, the Ka¨hler potential
for S must also degenerate.
2. Intersections of n = 1 and n = 2 branches for cubic tree-level superpotential. These
singularities were first considered in [5,8]. They occur when a vacuum with unbroken
gauge group U(N1) × U(N2) meets a vacuum with unbroken gauge group U(N).
The singularity arises from an additional monopole becoming massless in the strong-
coupling description. We will solve the glueball equations of motion exactly at the
n = 1/n = 2 singularity, which will lead to general formulas (functions of N1 and N2)
for the parameters of W (Φ) and the vevs of chiral operators at these singularities.
Previously, the n = 1/n = 2 singularities were studied only for examples of U(3)–
U(6) in [5]. Our general analysis significantly extends these results. In the process,
we confirm that extremizing the effective glueball superpotential leads to the correct
vacua even at singularities where the glueball description breaks down. We also show
that the breakdown of the glueball description at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity occurs
through a logarithmic divergence in the low-energy gauge coupling. This divergence is
to be expected from the strong-coupling description, where a charged monopole field
becomes massless.
3. N = 1 Argyres-Douglas points with W (Φ) = TrΦn+1. Here, the singularity results
from a number of mutually non-local monopoles becoming massless. We will focus
on the case n = nmin =
[
N+1
2
]
; N = 1 AD points with n > nmin have been stud-
ied recently in [19,20]. (The cases with n < nmin are uninteresting, since they does
not lead to N = 1 AD points.) There has been some question as to whether the
points with n = nmin are actually singular. We will compute the effective super-
potential in both the glueball and the strong-coupling descriptions in an attempt to
answer this question. We will confirm that for N even, the points with n = nmin
are non-singular; while for N odd we will find evidence that these points lead to an
interacting IR SCFT . The evidence takes the form of a non-analytic strong-coupling
superpotential. Interestingly, the glueball superpotential remains analytic, although
a glueball becomes massless. Thus, as in the singularities of the n = 1 branch, a
massless glueball again signifies a breakdown in the glueball description due to the
presence of additional massless fields. However in this case, the massless fields are
mutually non-local monopoles.
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2. Singularities of the n = 1 branch
The first set of singularities we will study are those of the n = 1 branch. These
singularities were previously discussed in [8] for cubic tree-level superpotential. Our results
generalize the discussion to superpotentials of arbitrary degree, and also hopefully clarify
some points of confusion. We follow the approach and conventions of [4]. Let the tree-level
superpotential be given by (1.1). For a given W (Φ), there are many quantum vacua, each
associated with a choice of semi-classical gauge group ΠiU(Ni). The vacua corresponding
to unbroken gauge group U(N) sweep out the n = 1 branch as the parameters ofW (Φ) are
varied. On the n = 1 branch, there is only one glueball field S in the glueball description.
Similarly, in the strong coupling description there is only one independent field z0 =
1
NTrΦ
remaining after the N − 1 condensed monopoles have been integrated out. The effective
superpotential for z0 can be obtained exactly with the help of Chebyshev polynomials [21].
The result is [4]:
Weff (z0) = N
[ k+12 ]∑
l=0
Λ2l
(l!)
2W
(2l)(z0). (2.1)
The vev of z0 is determined by solving the following polynomial equation for z0:
W ′eff (〈z0〉) = N
[ k+12 ]∑
l=0
Λ2l
(l!)
2W
(2l+1)(〈z0〉) = 0. (2.2)
Since Weff (z0) is polynomial in z0, it is always finite and regular near its extrema. There-
fore, assuming regularity of the Ka¨hler potential (which is a valid assumption at least for
W (Φ) sufficiently small), the only possible singularities on the n = 1 branch must occur
at points where z0 becomes massless. The condition for massless z0 is simply
M0 ≡W ′′eff (〈z0〉) = N
[ k−12 ]∑
l=0
Λ2l
(l!)
2W
(2l+2)(〈z0〉) = 0. (2.3)
We can think of (2.3) as a restriction on the form of the tree-level superpotential. The
tree-level superpotential originally has k + 1 parameters, (g0, . . . , gk). After using (2.2)
to write 〈z0〉 in terms of the gi, (2.3) becomes one equation relating these parameters.
Therefore the massless z0 singularities comprise a k dimensional subspace of the k + 1
dimensional parameter space of tree-level superpotentials.
Now let us see how the massless z0 singularities are realized in the glueball description.
Treating the glueball field as an elementary degree of freedom in the IR depends on being
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able to integrate out all the components of the adjoint field Φ, including z0. Thus when
z0 is massless, the glueball analysis should break down somehow. The effective glueball
superpotential can be obtained through a Legendre transform of (2.1) with respect to
2N log Λ [4]. The result of the Legendre transform is an effective superpotential for S, z0
and an auxiliary field C:
Weff (S, C, z0) = 2NS log
(
Λ
C
)
+N
[ k+12 ]∑
l=0
C2l
(l!)2
W (2l)(z0). (2.4)
Integrating out C and S using their equations of motion returns us to (2.1), while inte-
grating out C and z0 gives the effective glueball superpotential. The equations of motion
for C and z0 are:
[ k+12 ]∑
l=0
C2l
(l!)2
W (2l+1)(z0) = 0
[ k+12 ]∑
l=1
lC2l
(l!)2
W (2l)(z0) = S.
(2.5)
Solving for C and z0 and substituting back into (2.4) results in an effective superpotential
for S, i.e.
Weff (S) =Weff (S, C(S), z0(S)) (2.6)
with C(S) and z0(S) determined implicitly via (2.5).
While it is not obvious that there exists a closed-form expression for Weff (S), one
can easily show that the first derivative of Weff (S) is given by the very simple expression
W ′eff (S) = 2N log
(
Λ
C(S)
)
. (2.7)
Moreover, using (2.5), one can show that the second derivative of Weff is
W ′′eff (S) =
NA
B2 − C2A2 (2.8)
with
A =
[ k−12 ]∑
l=0
C2l
(l!)2
W (2l+2)(z0)
B =
[ k+12 ]∑
l=1
lC2l
(l!)2
W (2l+1)(z0).
(2.9)
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From (2.7), we see that the extrema of the effective superpotential occur when C(S) = Λ.
Substituting this in (2.9) and comparing with (2.3), we see that N〈A〉 = M0. Thus at an
extremum, (2.8) becomes
W ′′eff (〈S〉) =
N2M0
N2〈B〉2 − Λ2M20
. (2.10)
It is clear from (2.10) that the glueball S can become massless only when the massM0 of z0
also goes to zero. Examples of such singularities for the case of cubic superpotential k = 2
were discussed in [8]. Our general analysis makes it clear that there are no genuinely mass-
less glueball points: since the fundamental field z0 also becomes massless, it is incorrect
to treat the composite glueball field as an elementary excitation of the low-energy theory.
Rather, we should think of the massless glueball as a sign that the glueball description has
broken down.
We should also consider the possibility that the denominator of (2.10) vanishes. This
pathological behavior can occur for either z0 massive or massless, and it can result in
an “infinite mass” for the glueball field. But the fact that it is not correlated with the
mass of z0, together with the fact that the strong-coupling description in terms of z0 is
comparatively well-behaved, suggests that these pathological points should not be thought
of as additional singularities. Rather, we should interpret them as evidence for the finite
radius of convergence of the glueball description. At such points it is reasonable to suppose
that the Ka¨hler potential for S also degenerates in such a way that the entire pathology
can be removed with a field redefinition, so that the redefined glueball field is massive.
With this plausible assumption, the only true singularities of the low-energy theory where
additional fields become massless are the massless z0 points.
3. The n = 1/n = 2 singularity
3.1. Solving the glueball equations of motion
The second class of singularities we will study are the intersections of the n = 1 and
n = 2 branches. These singularities occur at special values of the tree-level superpotential
parameters where a vacuum with unbroken gauge group U(N1)× U(N2) meets a vacuum
with unbroken gauge group U(N). The basic features of such singularities were discussed
in [5] using the strong-coupling approach. In this section, we will study the intersection
singularity in greater detail using the glueball description. We will focus on studying the
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approach to the singularity from the n = 2 branch, because the corresponding approach
from the n = 1 branch generally exhibits no singular behavior. This can be seen in a variety
of ways. For example, from the previous section we know that the only singularities of the
n = 1 branch are those associated with massless z0. Alternatively, the matrix model curve
on the n = 1 branch is perfectly regular as we pass through the intersection with the n = 2
branch: it always has a single branch cut.
We will take the tree-level superpotential to be cubic to simplify the calculations.
The qualitative features of the analysis, however, should be common to n = 1/n = 2
singularities for superpotentials of arbitrary degree. As we approach the n = 1/n = 2
singularity from the n = 2 branch, both the matrix model curve and the N = 2 curve
acquire an extra double root. Using the matrix model curve, we can calculate the effective
glueball superpotential and the matrix of U(1) gauge couplings near the singularity. The
matrix model curve takes the form
y2m = (x
2 −m2)2 + f1x+ f0 = (x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4). (3.1)
Note that we have lost no generality by taking the tree-level superpotential to have the
form W ′(x) = x2 −m2. The most general cubic superpotential can always be recovered
by a shift in x.
The first parametrization of the matrix model curve makes it clear that m is a pa-
rameter and f0 and f1 are fluctuating fields related to the two glueball fields S1 and S2
by a field redefinition. However, the second parametrization in terms of the roots ri of ym
will prove more convenient in the calculations to follow. We should think of the four ri
as fields subject to the two constraints that the highest order terms in (3.1) be given by
W ′(x)2. We can always return to the first interpretation involving f0 and f1 by matching
the two parameterizations of (3.1).
To compute the effective glueball superpotential, we must evaluate the period inte-
grals of the matrix model curve. This results in a complicated and not very illuminating
combination of elliptic integrals. Fortunately, however, the first derivatives with respect
to fj – and hence the glueball equations of motion – are relatively simple to evaluate.
The calculation is briefly outlined in appendix A; here we simply exhibit the final result
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(dropping as usual irrelevant terms of O( 1Λ0 )):
∂Weff
∂f0
=
1√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
NF (θ|R)−N2F (π
2
|R)
)
∂Weff
∂f1
=
1
2
N log
(
r4 + r3 − r2 − r1
4Λ
)
+
r1√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
NF (θ|R)−N2F (π
2
|R)
)
+
(r2 − r1)√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
NΠ(n; θ|R)−N2Π(n; π
2
|R)
)
(3.2)
where
sin2 θ =
r4 − r2
r4 − r1 , R =
(r3 − r2)(r4 − r1)
(r3 − r1)(r4 − r2) , n =
r3 − r2
r3 − r1 (3.3)
and F and Π are the standard elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds, respectively.
Their explicit definitions are given in appendix A.2
Eqn. (3.2) is very interesting, as it represents a general formula for the derivatives of
the two-cut effective superpotential, valid for every choice of N1 and N2. Let us mention
a couple of caveats, however. First, as mentioned in the footnote, we have assumed b2 = 0
for simplicity; the effects of b2 6= 0 can be easily included. Secondly, we have made the
crucial ansatz that the ri lie on the real line. With this ansatz, we can assume without
loss of generality that r1 < r2 < r3 < r4, and we can choose the cuts of ym to be (r1, r2)
and (r3, r4). This is the starting point of the calculations leading to (3.2) described in
appendix A. Only with these assumptions about the ri are the elliptic integrals in (3.2)
are unambiguously defined. One might hope to analytically continue (3.2) to arbitrary
complex ri, but this procedure probably suffers from various ambiguities. Perhaps with a
little more effort these ambiguities can be brought under control, but we postpone this for
future work. Fortunately, it is not relevant for the n = 1/n = 2 singularity.
The equations of motion for f0 and f1 are obtained by setting the derivatives (3.2) to
zero. We can rewrite them more simply as:
NF (θ|R)−N2F (π
2
|R) = 0
N log
(
r4 + r3 − r2 − r1
4Λ
)
= − 2(r2 − r1)√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
NΠ(n; θ|R)−N2Π(n; π
2
|R)
)
.
(3.4)
2 We assume throughout this section that the integer b2 = 0. The effect of nonzero b2 is easily
included by adding to (3.2) the formula for the derivatives of S2 given in appendix A. In any case,
a trivial calculation shows that b2 = 0 near an n = 1/n = 2 singularity.
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Notice that the equations of motion are most naturally expressed in terms of the roots ri
of the matrix model curve. As discussed above, these roots are subject to two constraints:
r1 + r2 + r3 + r4 = 0
(r2 − r3)2 + (r1 − r4)2 − 2(r2 + r3)(r1 + r4) = 8m2.
(3.5)
These constraints ensure that the highest-order terms in y2m are given by W
′(x)2. Com-
bining (3.4) with (3.5) allows us to solve for the ri in terms of the parameters N1, N2
and m. Matching the two parameterizations of the matrix model curve (3.1) yields the
expectation values of the fields f0 and f1.
Up till now our computation of Weff and the equations of motion has been quite gen-
eral (modulo the caveats described above), valid not just near the n = 1/n = 2 singularity.
However, the equations of motion (3.4) are clearly quite forbidding, and a general solution
is not readily apparent. Thus it comes as a rather pleasant surprise that they simplify
dramatically at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity! The source of the simplification is the fact
that r2 = r3 at an n = 1/n = 2 singularity. (Recall that the cuts of ym were chosen
to be (r1, r2) and (r3, r4), with the ansatz that the ri are real and r1 < r2 < r3 < r4.)
From (3.3), we see this implies that n = R = 0. Then the elliptic integrals reduce to
F (θ|0) = Π(0; θ|0) = θ, and the equations of motion and constraints become:
√
r4 − r2
r4 − r1 = sin
(
π
2
N2
N
)
r4 − r1 = 4ηΛ
r1 + 2r2 + r4 = 0
(r1 − r4)2 − 4r2(r1 + r4) = 8m2.
(3.6)
Notice that since r2 = r3, there are four equations for three unknowns, and thus for generic
m, N1 and N2 there is no solution to the equations of motion. In order for there to be a
solution, we must tune the parameter m to special values depending on N1 and N2. Here
η is an 2Nth root of unity, which we must include in order to obtain all of the n = 1/n = 2
singularities. It arises through the presence of the logarithm in (3.2) and (3.4), which
should be thought of as a Veneziano-Yankielowicz-type term [11], in which case it is more
properly written as log
[(
r4+r3−r2−r1
4Λ
)2N]
. The equations of motion for r2 = r3 require
this logarithm to be zero, resulting in the 2N branches shown in (3.6) labelled by η.
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Solving (3.6) for ri and m, we obtain
r1 = −ηΛ
(
2 + cos
πN2
N
)
r2 = r3 = ηΛcos
πN2
N
r4 = ηΛ
(
2− cos πN2
N
)
m2 = η2Λ2
(
2 + cos2
πN2
N
)
.
(3.7)
Matching the two parameterizations of the matrix model curve (3.1), we obtain the expec-
tation values of the fields f0 and f1 at the double-root singularity:
〈f0〉 = −4η4Λ4
(
1 + 2 cos2
πN2
N
)
〈f1〉 = 8η3Λ3 cos πN2
N
.
(3.8)
Using the fact that the total glueball field is related to f1 via S = −14f1, we also obtain
the expectation value of the glueball field at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity:
〈S〉 = −2η3Λ3 cos πN2
N
. (3.9)
The general formulas (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) for the form of the matrix model curve, the
parameters of the tree-level superpotential and the expectation value of the glueball field
at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity were not known before. Previously, the locations of the
n = 1/n = 2 singularities and the expectation value of S at the singularities were obtained
only for sufficiently small values of N where the N = 2 factorization problem could be
explicitly solved [5,8]. The factorization problem grows in complexity with N , but by
studying the glueball equations of motion at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity, we have side-
stepped the difficulty of the solving the general factorization problem and obtained the
quantum vacua at the singularity for general N1, N2.
To illustrate the power of our general results, it will be useful to compare them with
an explicit example from [5]. For the case of U(3), the only possible choices of breaking
pattern with n = 2 are (N1, N2) = (1, 2) and (2, 1). (3.7) and (3.8) then predict that the
matrix model curve takes the form
y2m =
(
x2 −m2)2 − 4η3Λ3(x+m) (3.10)
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with m = 3ηΛ/2 and η6 = 1. In [5], solving the factorization problem resulted in the
matrix model curve y2m = (x
2 − a2)2 − 4ǫΛ3(x + a), and intersections with the n = 1
branch occurred at 8a3 = 27ǫΛ3. This is in precise agreement with the glueball approach.
One can similarly verify that the cases of U(4), U(5) and U(6) studied in [5] agree
exactly with the predictions of the general formulas (3.7)–(3.9) derived here. When per-
forming these checks, and in general when using the formulas of this section, it is important
to remember that N1 and N2 are defined to be the on-shell periods of the one-form T (x)
at the n = 1/n = 2 singularity (we refer the reader to [5] for the definition of T (x) and
the details). This must be distinguished from the various values of (N1, N2) that can be
realized via semiclassical Λ → 0 limits on a given branch of vacua. For instance, in the
case of U(4), the confining branches have unbroken gauge group U(2) × U(2) semiclas-
sically, while the Coulomb branches have two different semiclassical limits corresponding
to unbroken gauge group U(3) × U(1) and U(2) × U(2). In the general formulas of this
section one must use (N1, N2) = (2, 2) for the confining branches and (N1, N2) = (3, 1) for
the Coulomb branches in order to compare with [5], since these are the values of (N1, N2)
at the n = 1/n = 2 singularities of these branches.3
Having solved the equations of motion and obtained the vacua at the n = 1/n = 2
singularity, it is not difficult to take the calculation off-shell, i.e. expand around these
vacua and obtain the effective glueball superpotential near the singularity. This can be
done, for instance, by expanding the first derivatives (3.2) of Weff in powers of f0 − 〈f0〉
and f1 − 〈f1〉 and then integrating. After a somewhat lengthy calculation, one finds that
the effective glueball superpotential is regular at the singularity when written in terms of
f0 and f1, and all fluctuations are massive. This agrees with the expectation from the
strong-coupling analysis that the n = 1/n = 2 singularity arises solely from a charged
monopole becoming massless, with all other fields massive.
3.2. The matrix of coupling constants near the singularity
In order to see from the glueball analysis the effect of the monopole becoming massless
at the singularity, we need to compute the matrix of gauge couplings τij near the singularity.
We will see that τij tends to zero as an inverse logarithm as we approach the singularity.
This will indicate that an additional charged field is becoming massless. Notice, however,
that the glueball description fails to provide an explanation for this massless, charged
3 We thank C. Ahn for bringing this point to our attention.
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field. For that, we need the strong-coupling description, in which this new massless field
is a monopole. Moving along the n = 2 branch, the monopole acquires a bare mass, while
moving along the n = 1 branch condenses the monopole, spontaneously breaking U(1)2
down to U(1) via the Higgs mechanism.
The matrix of gauge couplings is given by the formula [4]:
1
2πi
τij =
∂Πi
∂Sj
− δij 1
Ni
n∑
l=1
Nl
∂Πi
∂Sl
. (3.11)
For n = 2, this simplifies to
τij =
(
τ11 τ12
τ21 τ22
)
= 2πi
∂Π2
∂S1
(−N2N1 1
1 −N1
N2
)
, (3.12)
where we have used the fact that ∂Π1∂S2 =
∂Π2
∂S1
since Πi is itself a derivative
∂F
∂Si
of the
prepotential. Thus we see that the matrix of coupling constants depends only on the
single derivative ∂Π2∂S1 , evaluated the extremum of the effective superpotential. In appendix
A we calculate this partial derivative; it can be related to the derivatives with respect to
f0 and f1 via the chain rule. The answer, to leading order in R, is simply
∂Π2
∂S1
=
πiN1N2
N2
1
log
(
16
R
) +O(R). (3.13)
As we approach the singularity, we see that τij has the limiting behavior:
1
2πi
τij =
πiN1N2
N2
1
log
(
16
R
) (−N2N1 1
1 −N1N2
)
+O(R). (3.14)
Therefore τij → 0 as an inverse logarithm as we approach the n = 1/n = 2 singularity.
This means that τij is continuous as we pass from the n = 2 branch to the n = 1 branch,
since τij = 0 trivially on the n = 1 branch. More importantly, however, the logarithm
indicates that the gauge coupling constant of the non-trivial U(1), given roughly by 1/τ ,
diverges as we approach the singularity. The divergence is due to an additional monopole
becoming massless at the singularity, which causes an IR divergence in the renormalized
coupling of the U(1) under which it is charged.
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4. N = 1 Argyres-Douglas points
The third and final set of singularities we will consider are the N = 1 AD points
[22-26]. Such points are believed to represent a novel class of interacting N = 1 SCFTs at
low-energies. They arise when a tree-level superpotential for Φ lifts the flat directions of
N = 2 moduli space, leaving vacua that include mutually non-local monopoles as massless
degrees of freedom. The conditions for a tree-level superpotential to lead to an N = 1
AD point include an N = 2 curve with triple or higher-order roots and a matrix model
curve that vanishes at these roots.4 Recall that the tree-level superpotential determines
the N = 2 and matrix model curves via the solution of the factorization problem [13,5]:
y2 = PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N = F2n(x)HN−n(x)2
y2m =W
′
k(x)
2 + fk−1(x) = F2n(x)Qk−n(x)
2.
(4.1)
For simplicity, we shall assume that the degree k+1 of the tree-level superpotential satisfies
k < N , so that the polynomials HN−n and Qk−n are independent.
Notice that the N = 2 curve is comprised of two Nth-degree polynomial factors
PN (x) ± 2ΛN that cannot share any common roots. Thus the N = 2 curve can have at
most an Nth order root, at which PN (x) = x
N ± 2ΛN . We will restrict our attention to
the N = 1 singularities that can be obtained from these maximally singular points, as this
will simplify our calculations considerably. At the same time, we do not expect to lose too
much in the way of physics with such a restriction, since for a given N the maximal AD
points are the locations in moduli space where the largest number (N − 1) of mutually
non-local, linearly independent monopoles become simultaneously massless. These N − 1
monopoles are charged under
[
N
2
]
of the U(1) factors [22].
To understand the relationship between the N = 1 and the N = 2 AD points, it
helps to study in greater detail the factorization problem (4.1). At the maximal AD point,
PN (x) = x
N − 2ΛN (we choose the minus sign without loss of generality) and the N = 2
curve takes the form
y2 = xN (xN − 4ΛN ). (4.2)
4 As noted in [19], this second condition is necessary in order for the non-local monopoles to
remain uncondensed. A non-zero monopole condensate will produce a mass gap in the U(1) under
which it is charged.
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The N = 2 curve must factorize into the polynomials F2n(x) and HN−n(x)2. Thus, for a
given N and n, we must have
HN−n(x) = x
N−n
F2n(x) = x
2n−N (xN − 4ΛN ),
(4.3)
implying the following form for the matrix model curve:
y2m = F2n(x)Qk−n(x)
2 = (xnQk−n(x))
2 − 4ΛNx2n−NQk−n(x)2. (4.4)
Recall that we are assuming k < N ; thus the second term is a polynomial of degree < k.
Therefore we have
W ′k(x) = x
nQk−n(x)
fk−1(x) = −4ΛNx2n−NQk−n(x)2.
(4.5)
Together, (4.3) and (4.5) represent the complete solution to the factorization problem at
the maximal AD point. We see that the maximal AD point actually leads to a number of
continuous families of N = 1 vacua, obtained by varying the parameters of Qk−n(x). These
continuous families are indexed by the integers (k, n), which must satisfy the inequalities[
N + 1
2
]
≤ n ≤ k < N. (4.6)
To avoid overcounting vacua, we will assume that Qk−n(x) is non-zero at x = 0.
Not all of these N = 1 vacua will to lead to different interacting CFTs in the IR,
however. Rather, we expect that many of the details of these vacua will become irrelevant
in the IR, leading to a much smaller, discrete set of universality classes of N = 1 SCFTs.
The simplest possibility is that the features of the IR theory are determined by the most
relevant term of the tree-level superpotential. Let us write
Qk−n(x) =
k−n∑
i=0
qix
i (4.7)
with qk−n = 1 and q0 6= 0. Then using (4.5) to relate W (x) to Qk−n(x), we see that the
most relevant (i.e. lowest-order) term in the tree-level superpotential is
W (Φ) =
q0
n+ 1
TrΦn+1 +O(TrΦn+2). (4.8)
As we flow down to the IR, we expect the operator TrΦn+1 to become marginal or ir-
relevant, and the higher order terms in W (Φ) to become irrelevant. This suggests that
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N = 2 AD point N = 1 AD pointsTrΦN
TrΦN−1
TrΦN−2
TrΦnmin+1
n = N − 1
n = N − 2
n = N − 3
n = nmin
Figure 1: A schematic depiction of the proposed renormalization group flow between AD
points. As usual, the arrows indicate flow towards the IR. Starting from the N = 2 AD point
(no tree-level superpotential), we can flow to a particular N = 1 ADn point by perturbing with
the operator TrΦn+1. Similarly, starting from an ADn point, we can flow to an ADm point with
m < n by perturbing with TrΦm+1. The RG cascade must terminate at n = nmin; perturbing
further with relevant operators will send the theory to a trivial IR fixed point.
the IR physics depends only on the degree of singularity n + 1 at x = 0 of the tree-level
superpotential, and not on its overall degree k + 1. We are thus led to propose that the
universality classes are labelled by n alone. Let us call these universality classes ADn for
want of a better name.
We can adduce some evidence for our proposal from the recent work of [19]. There,
an attempt was made to define scaling operators and calculate their dimensions for the
N = 1 AD points obtained with monomial superpotential W ′(x) = xn. The analysis
was restricted to the range n > nmin, and it was found that the scaling dimensions of
appropriately defined chiral operators depended only on the behavior of the matrix model
curve very near x = 0. From (4.4), we see that near x = 0 the matrix model curve takes
the form
y2m ≈ −4ΛNq0x2n−N (4.9)
and in particular is independent of the overall degree k of the superpotential. Thus, our
proposal that the N = 1 AD points depend only on n, the degree of the most relevant term
in the superpotential, and not on the overall degree k, is consistent with the approach of
[19].
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If our proposal is correct, we are led to a satisfying picture of the IR renormalization
group flow as a cascade-like descent to CFTs of smaller and smaller n, as shown in figure 1.
Starting from the N = 2 maximal AD point withW (x) = 0 we can perturb by a monomial
superpotentialW ′(x) = xn, inducing RG flow to the N = 1 ADn point. Perturbing further
by a monomial term of lower degree W ′(x)→W ′(x)+ xn−1 takes us to the ADn−1 point.
In this manner, we can descend from the N = 2 AD point down successively through the
N = 1 ADn points via superpotential perturbations. The descent must end at the minimal
value of nmin =
[
N+1
2
]
; perturbing by a monomial of lower degree will send us to a trivial
free theory in the IR.
There has been some debate as to whether the minimal value nmin corresponds to an
interacting or a free IR theory. Although the authors of [19] restricted their analysis to
n > nmin, they suggested that the IR theory was trivial and free for the borderline case
n = nmin. For N even, this suggestion is almost certainly correct. As pointed out in [19],
the monopole condensate corresponding to a given double root p of the N = 2 curve is
proportional to the matrix model curve at p [27]:
〈qq˜〉 ∝ ym(x = p). (4.10)
When N is even, the matrix model curve is non-zero at x = 0, and therefore the monopoles
remain condensed even at the AD point. Thus the theory is indeed massive and trivial.
On the other hand, ym = 0 at x = 0 for N odd, and therefore the monopole conden-
sates and the mass gap vanish at the AD point. Note that N = 3, nmin = 2 is the original
N = 1 AD point discussed in the work of Argyres and Douglas. The vanishing of the
monopole condensates for the original N = 1 AD point was also demonstrated explicitly
in [28]. But the authors of [19] argued that the IR theory for n = nmin and N odd is
nevertheless trivial, because the matrix model curve is non-singular at x = 0. While this
fact does not necessarily signify anything per se, it does imply that the chiral operators
defined in [19] do not exhibit scaling behavior. Thus there is no evidence for an interacting
IR theory in that approach. However we wish to argue in the rest of this section that there
does in fact exist evidence for an interacting theory when N is odd. By studying both the
effective superpotential in both the glueball and the strong-coupling descriptions, we will
show that the effective descriptions look dramatically different for N even and N odd. We
will confirm that IR theory is indeed trivial for N even, but seems to be non-trivial for N
odd.
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4.1. The effective glueball superpotential
We start with the case of N odd. The matrix model curve for N odd and n = nmin is
y2m = x(x
N − 4ΛN ) + gn−1(x), (4.11)
where we are using gn−1(x) to denote the off-shell fluctuations of the matrix model curve.
The n coefficients of gn−1(x) are related to the glueball fields through the periods of ym.
Notice that we have assumed k = n, i.e. a monomial superpotential. We will continue to
assume this for the rest of the section. If the IR physics is determined by n alone, as we
have proposed, then we lose no generality in making this simplifying assumption.
We wish to compute the effective glueball superpotential Weff derived from this
matrix model curve. While we will not be able to obtain an explicit formula for Weff for
general N , we will be able to constrain the form of Weff using a discrete ZN symmetry.
This alone will allow some surprising conclusions to be drawn about the low-energy theory.
The ZN symmetry is closely related to the U(1)R symmetry of the microscopic theory. Let
us now take a moment to describe in detail how the ZN symmetry comes about. Here
we will give only heuristic arguments for the existence of such a symmetry; we refer the
reader to appendix B for a more detailed derivation using matrix model techniques.
The microscopic theory has a U(1)R symmetry which is unbroken by the monomial
tree-level superpotentialW (Φ) = TrΦn+1, provided we give Φ an R-charge 2
n+1
. Quantum
mechanically, PN (x) = x
N−2ΛN at the AD point, and thus 〈TrΦj〉 = 0 for j = 1, . . . , N−1
and 〈TrΦN 〉 = 2ΛN . As a result, the U(1)R symmetry is spontaneously broken down to
ZN by the expectation value of TrΦ
N . Under the residual ZN symmetry, Φ and the
superpotential can be chosen to transform as
Φ→ e 4πiN Φ, W (Φ)→ e 6πiN W (Φ). (4.12)
Now consider integrating out Φ and passing to the low-energy effective description in terms
of the glueball fields. Since the residual ZN symmetry is unbroken in the exact quantum
theory, the effective superpotential should also transform as
Weff → e 6πiN Weff (4.13)
under the action of ZN . (This can be shown more rigorously through explicit matrix model
computations; see appendix B.)
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It remains to determine how the glueball fields of the low-energy theory, or equivalently
the coefficients of gn−1(x), transform under ZN . But this is not hard to see. The on-shell
matrix model curve is y2m = x(x
N − 4ΛN ); if we make the natural identification of the
R-charge of x with the R-charge of Φ, it follows that y2m has charge
4pi
N under ZN . This
will also be true off-shell if the coefficients of gn−1(x) =
∑n−1
j=0 gjx
j transform as
gj → e4pii (1−j)/Ngj. (4.14)
Together, (4.13) and (4.14) describe the action of the ZN symmetry on the low-energy
theory. We are now ready to understand the implications of this discrete symmetry on the
effective superpotential. Recalling that Weff must be holomorphic in the fields gj, we find
that the ZN symmetry severely restricts the form of the effective superpotential:
Weff = gn−1G
(
gN0 , g1, g2g0, . . . , gn−1g
n−2
0
)
(4.15)
for some holomorphic function G. While this does not determine the full form of Weff , it
does allow us to write down the linear and quadratic terms up to undetermined constants:
Weff ≈ c0gn−1 +
[n2 ]∑
i=1
cigign−i + . . . (4.16)
The linear term can actually be eliminated, because if c0 6= 0, this merely tells us that
〈g1〉 ≈ −c0/c1 6= 0. But from the form of the matrix model curve (4.11), we deduce that
giving a vev to g1 is indistinguishable from redefining Λ by a constant. Therefore we might
as well redefine Λ so that c1 = 0.
No other terms are possible at quadratic order in the fields. In particular, a mass
term for g0 is forbidden by the ZN symmetry! Mass terms are clearly allowed for the other
n− 1 fields. Therefore, in the absence of additional, accidental symmetries (and assuming
regularity of the Ka¨hler potential) we except there to be exactly one massless glueball in
the low-energy spectrum for N odd and n = nmin.
Now let us consider the case of N even. The matrix model curve for N even and
n = nmin is
y2m = (x
N − 4ΛN ) + gn−1(x). (4.17)
The arguments for the ZN symmetry are nearly identical to those given above for N odd.
Therefore we save the details for the appendix and merely summarize the results here. We
once again have x→ e 4πiN x, but now
Weff → e 4πiN Weff (4.18)
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and
gj → e−
4πi j
N gj . (4.19)
This restricts the form of the effective superpotential to be
Weff = gn−1F (g0, g1gn−1, . . . , gn−2g
n−2
n−1 , g
n
n−1) (4.20)
for some holomorphic function F . To quadratic order, the possible terms are therefore
Weff ≈ c0gn−1 +
[n−12 ]∑
i=0
cigign−1−i. (4.21)
Again the linear term can be eliminated by a shift in Λ. However, in contrast to the odd
N case, no mass terms are forbidden for the glueball fields for even N . In the absence of
additional symmetries, we expect all ci 6= 0. This is evidence that for N even and n = nmin
all the fluctuations are massive around the AD point. This is quite different from the case
of N odd!
4.2. The strong coupling superpotential
In this subsection, we will analyze the effective superpotential in the strong-coupling
description, where we treat the tree-level superpotential as a small perturbation of the
underlying N = 2 theory. In the strong coupling analysis, the low-energy degrees of
freedom are the fields ur =
1
rTrΦ
r and some number of light monopole fields ql, q˜l,
l = 1, . . . , N − n. Their interactions are described by the effective superpotential
Weff =W (u) +
N−n∑
l=1
Ml(u)qlq˜l, (4.22)
where W (u) is the tree-level superpotential and Ml(u) are the monopole masses [14]. Inte-
grating out the monopole fields implies Ml(u) = 0 and leads to an effective superpotential
for the fields ur, r = 1, . . . , n alone. For the monomial superpotential under consideration,
the effective superpotential after integrating out the monopole fields is simply
Weff = un+1(u1, . . . , un), (4.23)
where the N − n equations Ml(u) = 0 are used to re-express un+j in terms of the fields
u1, . . . , un. Determining the function un+1(u1, . . . , un) will be the focus of the remainder
of our strong-coupling analysis.
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In practice, it is very difficult to determine the function un+1(u1, . . . , un) directly
from the massless monopole equations. Fortunately, there exists an easier way, namely
the factorization of the N = 2 curve. Requiring there to be N − n massless monopoles is
equivalent to requiring the N = 2 curve to factorize into N − n double roots [18]:
y2 = PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N = F2n(x)HN−n(x)2. (4.24)
If we write
PN (x) =
N∑
k=0
skx
N−k (4.25)
with s0 = 1, then the coefficients of PN (x) are simply related to the fields ur through the
equations
ksk +
k∑
r=1
rursk−r. (4.26)
The factorization (4.24) amounts to a system of 2N equations for 2N + n unknowns (the
coefficients of PN , F2n and HN−n), and thus only n are independent. Using (4.26), we
can express all of the coefficients in terms of u1, . . . , un, and this will produce the desired
dependence of un+j on u1, . . . , un.
We can simplify the problem even further in the case of the maximal AD point. At
the maximal AD point, PN (x)
∣∣
AD
= xN − 2ΛN and
y2
∣∣
AD
= (PN (x) + 2Λ
N )(PN (x)− 2ΛN )
∣∣
AD
= xN (xN − 4ΛN ). (4.27)
The roots in the second factor of (4.27) are all separated by O(Λ), so perturbing 〈ui〉AD →
〈ui〉AD + δui slightly away from the AD point on a branch with N − n double roots must
leave all the double roots in the first factor. Therefore we have reduced the factorization
problem from a system of 2N equations to a system of N equations:
PN (x) + 2Λ
N =
{
HN−n(x)
2 N even
(x− a)HN−n(x)2 N odd (4.28)
For N even, the factorization problem can be neatly solved as a power series in
u1, . . . , un. The resulting effective superpotential is given to quadratic order by
Weff =
1
4
n∑
r=1
urun+1−r +O(u3). (4.29)
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Thus the strong-coupling effective superpotential (4.29) for N even is regular at the AD
point, and all the fluctuations about the vacuum are massive.
We have skipped the full proof of (4.29), because while straightforward, it is messy
and not very illuminating. But perhaps it will help to illustrate the general idea by working
out the simplest example of N = 4. In this case, n = 2, so we are interested in finding
u3(u1, u2) by solving (4.28):
P4(x) + 2Λ
4 = H2(x)
2 = (x2 + c1x+ c2)
2. (4.30)
Substituting (4.25) for P4(x) and equating the coefficients of the two sides of (4.30) imme-
diately leads to
c1 =
1
2
s1, c2 =
1
2
(
s2 − 1
4
s21
)
, (4.31)
and so
s3 = 2c1c2 =
1
2
s1
(
s2 − 1
4
s21
)
. (4.32)
It is simple enough now to use (4.26) to translate (4.32) into a formula for u3. The result
is
u3 =
1
2
u1u2 − 1
24
u31, (4.33)
which verifies the general result (4.29) for N = 4.
Unfortunately the story is not so simple forN odd. In general, un+1 will be determined
from an n(n+ 1) degree quasi-homogeneous polynomial equation
Rn(n+1)(u1, . . . , un+1) = 0. (4.34)
Thus the complexity of the solution grows rapidly with increasing N . One can simplify
things somewhat by restricting the analysis to SU(N); this amounts to setting u1 = 0.
The trace can always be restored at the end of the calculation by translating the SU(N)
variables back into the U(N) variables. Even with this simplification, however, we are
not able to obtain a general formula for the polynomial Rn(n+1). To illustrate the rapidly
growing complexity of these polynomials, we display here the results for SU(3) and SU(5):
R6(u2, u3) = 27u
2
3 − 4u32
R12(u2, u3, u4) = 1600u
3
4 − 1360u22u24 + (384u42 − 360u2u23)u4 − (36u62 − 92u32u23 + 135u43).
(4.35)
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Although for N odd we lack an explicit formula for Weff , we can make a few general
statements. Because of the presence of higher powers of un+1, the solution un+1(u1, . . . , un)
of Rn(n+1) = 0 will in general be non-analytic at u1 = . . . = un = 0. In particular, the
second derivatives of Weff will generally be divergent at the maximal AD point. For
instance, the effective superpotential for SU(3) is
Weff = u3(u2) =
√
4
27
u
3/2
2 , (4.36)
and the field u2 is seen to have a divergent mass term at u2 = 0. (The formula for U(3)
will be somewhat more complicated, although the conclusions are unchanged.) Thus for N
odd, the strong-coupling analysis produces rather pathological singularities in the effective
superpotential. Such pathologies in the effective superpotential generally indicate a break-
down of the effective description and signal the presence of extra massless fields. Contrast
this with the case of N even, where both the glueball analysis and the strong-coupling
analysis resulted in perfectly regular superpotentials with all fluctuations massive. This
suggests that the additional massless fields are precisely the mutually non-local monopole
fields that remain uncondensed at the AD point for N odd. We take this to be evidence
that the N = 1 AD point with n = nmin and N odd is indeed a non-trivial, interacting
CFT at low-energies.
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Appendix A. Calculating derivatives of periods on the n = 2 branch
In this appendix, we evaluate the derivatives of the periods Si and Πi of the matrix
model curve on the n = 2 branch, with cubic tree-level superpotential. The periods of
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interest are the glueball fields Si:
2πiS1 =
∫ r2
r1
√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4) dx
2πiS2 =
∫ r4
r3
√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4) dx
(A.1)
and their conjugate periods:
2πiΠ1 =
∫ r1
−Λ0
√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4) dx
2πiΠ2 =
∫ r4
Λ0
√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4) dx.
(A.2)
These periods are combined to give the effective glueball superpotential:
Weff = 2πi (N1Π1 +N2Π2 + b2S2) + 2NS log
(
Λ
Λ0
)
. (A.3)
Let us start with the derivatives of Πi:
4πi
∂Π1
∂fj
=
∫ r1
−Λ0
xj√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4)
dx
4πi
∂Π2
∂fj
= −
∫ Λ0
r4
xj√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(x− r4)
dx.
(A.4)
With some effort, these integrals can be evaluated and expressed in terms of elliptic inte-
grals of the first and third kinds:
4πi
∂Π1
∂f0
=
2√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
F (θ|R)
4πi
∂Π1
∂f1
= log
(
r4 + r3 − r2 − r1
4Λ0
)
+
2 (r1 F (θ|R) + (r2 − r1) Π(n; θ|R))√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
4πi
∂Π2
∂f0
=
2√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
∆F2(ri)
4πi
∂Π2
∂f1
= log
(
r4 + r3 − r2 − r1
4Λ0
)
+
2 (r1∆F2(ri) + (r2 − r1)∆Π2(ri))√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(A.5)
where
∆F2(ri) = F (θ|R)− F (π
2
|R)
∆Π2(ri) = Π(n; θ|R)− Π(n; π
2
|R)
sin2 θ =
r4 − r2
r4 − r1 , R =
(r3 − r2)(r4 − r1)
(r3 − r1)(r4 − r2) , n =
r3 − r2
r3 − r1 .
(A.6)
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The formulas in (A.5) are exact, up to terms ofO(1/Λ0) which are irrelevant in the Λ0 →∞
limit. Here F and Π are the elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds, respectively. We
recall their definitions:
F (θ|R) =
∫ θ
0
dθ′√
1−R sin2 θ′
Π(n; θ|R) =
∫ θ
0
dθ′
(1− n sin2 θ′)
√
1−R sin2 θ′
.
(A.7)
Using (A.5) in the formula (A.3) for the effective glueball superpotential immediately
results in the glueball equations of motion (3.2) (for b2 = 0).
Now let us turn to the derivatives of the Si. It actually suffices to consider only the
derivatives of S2, since S1 + S2 = S = −14f1:
4πi
∂S2
∂f0
= −i
∫ r4
r3
1√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(r4 − x)
dx
4πi
∂S2
∂f1
= −i
∫ r4
r3
x√
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3)(r4 − x)
dx.
(A.8)
Note that we have implicitly chosen the branch of the square root in the denominator by
pulling out a factor of −i in front of the integral. One can verify that this is the correct
branch of the square root to choose by computing S1 and making sure that they indeed
combine to give −14f1. The integrals (A.8) evaluate to:
4πi
∂S2
∂f0
= − 2i√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
F (
π
2
|R2)
4πi
∂S2
∂f1
= − 2i√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
r2 F (
π
2
|R2) + (r3 − r2) Π(n2; π
2
|R2)
) (A.9)
where R2 and n2 are given by
R2 = 1−R = (r2 − r1)(r4 − r3)
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1) , n2 =
1−R
1− n =
r4 − r3
r4 − r2 . (A.10)
Finally, we will compute the partial derivative ∂Π2∂S1 near the n = 1/n = 2 singularity.
This calculation is relevant for obtaining the matrix of coupling constants at the singularity.
First, we use the chain rule to relate the derivative with respect to S1 to derivatives with
respect to f0 and f1:
∂Π2
∂S1
=
∂Π2
∂f1
∂f1
∂S1
+
∂Π2
∂f0
∂f0
∂S1
= 4
(
κ
∂Π2
∂f0
− ∂Π2
∂f1
)
.
(A.11)
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Here we have defined the ratio κ = ∂S2∂f1 /
∂S2
∂f0
, and we have used the fact that S1 = S−S2 =
−4f1 − S2 to eliminate S1. The ratio κ is the source of the logarithmic singularity. Using
(A.9) gives:
κ = r2 +
(r3 − r2)Π(n2; pi2 |R2)
F (pi2 |R2)
. (A.12)
As r2−r3 → 0, we see from (A.10) that n2 and R2 → 1. The limiting behavior of F (pi2 |R2)
as R2 → 1 is
F (
π
2
|R2) = 1
2
log
(
16
1−R2
)
+O(1−R2) = 1
2
log
(
16
R
)
+O(R). (A.13)
On the other hand, the limiting behavior of (r3−r2)Π(n2; pi2 |R2) is finite, as one can see by
returning to the integral definition (A.7) of Π. Let us write 1/n2 = 1+ǫ and 1/R2 = 1+α ǫ,
where ǫ→ 0 and α is some constant. Then from (A.7), we obtain
Π(n2;
π
2
|R2) = 1
n2
√
R2
∫ 1
0
dt
(t2 + ǫ)
√
(t2 + α ǫ)(1− t2)
=
1
ǫ n2
√
R2
∫ 1√
ǫ
0
dt
(t2 + 1)
√
(t2 + α)(1− ǫ t2)
=
r4 − r2
r3 − r2
√
r3 − r1
r4 − r3 θ +O(ǫ
0)
(A.14)
where θ is defined in (3.3). Combining (A.13) and (A.14), we see that
κ = r2 +
2(r4 − r2)
√
r3−r1
r4−r3
θ
log
(
16
R
) +O(R). (A.15)
Finally, we use the equations of motion (3.4) to simplify the formula (A.5) for the
derivatives of Πi, since we will only be interested in the matrix of coupling constants
on-shell.
2πi
∂Π2
∂f0
= − N1
N
√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
F (
π
2
|R)
2πi
∂Π2
∂f1
= − N1
N
√
(r4 − r2)(r3 − r1)
(
r1 F (
π
2
|R) + (r2 − r1) Π(n; π
2
|R)
)
.
(A.16)
As we approach the singularity, we can use (3.6) to replace θ → pi2 N2N . Moreover F (pi2 |R)
and Π(n; pi2 |R) → pi2 as R → 0. Using these facts and (A.16) and (A.15) in (A.11), we
obtain at last our formula for ∂Π2∂S1 :
∂Π2
∂S1
=
πiN1N2
N2
1
log
(
16
R
) +O(R). (A.17)
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Appendix B. The ZN symmetry of the N = 1 AD point
In section 4.1, we gave a heuristic derivation of the ZN symmetry of the N = 1,
n = nmin AD points by using the microscopic U(1)R symmetry. In this appendix, we
will derive the ZN symmetry directly from the matrix model calculation of the glueball
superpotential. As before, we must consider separately the cases of N even and N odd.
We first consider the case of N odd.
To begin, notice that for N odd, the branch points of ym are located at x0 = 0 and at
the Nth roots of unity xj = e
2pii (j−1)/N (we temporarily set 4ΛN = 1 for convenience). Let
us define the A-cycles to be A1 = (0, 1) and Ai = (x2i−2, x2i−1). Then the branch points
and the A-cycles possess a natural ZN symmetry, which we will take to be generated by
x → e4pii/N x. The matrix model curve (4.11) transforms as y2m → e4pii/N y2m under this
transformation if we take the coefficients of gn−1(x) to transform with charges
gj → e4pii (1−j)/Ngj. (B.1)
Using the ZN symmetry and various contour integrals, one can show that the periods of the
one-form T (x) are N1 = 1 and Ni = 2, bi = 1 for i > 1. Thus the effective superpotential
takes the following form for N odd:
Weff = Π1 +
n∑
i=2
(2Πi + Si). (B.2)
We have dropped the usual term proportional to the bare gauge coupling, as this merely
serves to renormalize Λ0 → Λ.
In order to realize the ZN symmetry explicitly in the effective superpotential, it will
be useful to imagine deforming each cut Ai so that it nearly touches the origin (recall
that Ai runs between adjacent Nth roots of unity). Then, at least for the purposes of
computing the periods Πi, we can consider the x plane as consisting of N “cuts” that run
from x = 0 to the N roots of unity. Define the contours B˜j, j = 1, . . . , N which connect
Λ0 on the two sheets and run through the jth “cut”, and define the periods Π˜j of R(x)
based on these contours:
Π˜j = −1
2
∮
B˜j
√
x(xN − 1) + gn−1(x) dx. (B.3)
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By various contour deformations, one can relate the original periods Πi to the Π˜j, and
one can show that the effective superpotential (B.2) simplifies to the following suggestive
form:
Weff =
N∑
j=1
Π˜j. (B.4)
From the definition (B.3), it is clear that the ZN transformation acts on the periods Π˜j as
Π˜j (g)→ e6pii/N × Π˜j+2 (g) . (B.5)
It follows that Weff transforms with definite charge under the ZN symmetry:
Weff → e6pii/NWeff . (B.6)
This confirms the heuristic derivation of the ZN symmetry given in section 4.1 for N odd.
The calculation is very similar for N even, so we omit most of the intermediate steps.
The N branch points of the matrix model curve are located at the Nth roots of unity
xj = e
2pii (j−1)/N . We define the A-cycles to be Ai = (x2i−1, x2i). Then ZN symmetry
again acts as x → e4pii/N x, but this time the matrix model curve (4.17) is invariant, as
long as we transform the coefficients of gn−1(x) with charges
gj → e−4pii j/Ngj. (B.7)
The periods of T (x) are Ni = 2 and bi = 0, so the effective superpotential takes the form
Weff = 2
n∑
i=1
Πi (B.8)
where again we omit the bare-coupling term. Once again, we consider deforming the cuts
so that they nearly touch the origin, and we define the periods Π˜i, i = 1, . . . , N . Similar
arguments as for N odd lead to the following expression for Weff :
Weff =
N∑
j=1
Π˜j − S. (B.9)
Now the ZN transformation acts on Π˜j as
Π˜j (g)→ e4pii/N × Π˜j+2 (g) . (B.10)
Moreover, since S = −1
4
gn−1, S also transforms as S → e4pii/NS under the action of ZN .
Therefore Weff again transforms with definite charge under the ZN symmetry:
Weff → e4pii/NWeff (B.11)
as expected from the arguments of section 4.1.
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